Current studies on the operation of the axial pump mainly focus on hydraulic performances, while the coupled interaction between the fluid and structure attracts little attention. This study aims to provide numerical investigation into the vibration features in a vertical axial pump based on two-way iterative fluid-structure interaction method. Three-dimensional coupling model was established with high-quality structured grids of ADINA software. Turbulent flow features were studied under design condition, using shear-stress transport k-v turbulence model and sliding mesh approach. Typical measure points along and perpendicular to flow direction in fluid domain were selected to analyze pressure pulsation features of the impeller and fixed guide vane. By contrast, vibration features of equivalent stress in corresponding structural positions were investigated and compared based on fluid-structure interaction method. In order to explore fluid-structure interaction vibration mechanism, distribution of main frequencies and amplitudes of the measure points was presented based on the Fast Fourier Transformation method. The results reveal the time and frequency law of fluid pressure pulsation and structural vibration at the same position in the vertical axial pump while additionally provide important theoretical guidance for optimization design and safe operation of the vertical axial pump.
Introduction
Axial pump presents great potential in irrigation, flood control, and inter-basin water transfer. One of the key factors of the pump's stable operation is the pressure pulsation induced by blades rotation, which could cause structural vibration and affect the reliability of the whole system. Therefore, it plays an important role in the determination of the pressure pulsation features in fluid domain during pump operation.
Numerous researches have focused on pressure pulsation law of the pump. Experimental model testing could visually present realistic physical flow condition but it is costly and requires a long period. 1 Above all, the monitoring information of desired measure points is not highly acceptable and is confined to specific positions due to complicated field condition. By contrast, numerical simulation is a powerful tool to investigate the internal flow features and evaluate pump performance. Issa Chalghoum et al. 2 analyzed the effect of the impeller diameter and number of blades on the pressure evolution in a centrifugal pump and found that the pressure increase was important during starting process. Dazhuan Wu et al. 3 explored internal and external characteristics of a centrifugal pump during starting process using detached eddy simulation (DES) model and sliding mesh method. Fluctuation head and internal flow field were displayed and compared with experimental results. Shojaeefard et al. 4 and B Jafarzadeh et al. 5 explored the effects of geometric parameters on the centrifugal pump performance and presented corresponding optimum pumping design and operation. While many researches were focused on centrifugal pump, analysis of axial flow pump has been carried out recently. Hong Gao et al. 6 investigated three-dimensional rotator-stator coupling flow fields in a water-jet pump using TASCFlow. Their results were in good agreement with experimental results. Nabil H Mostafa and Mohamed Adel Boraey 7 performed an experimental and three-dimensional numerical study of an axial flow pump. They analyzed pressure distribution and vapor volume fraction at different conditions and validated the results with the experiment. Feng et al. 8 investigated pressure fluctuations in an axial flow pump under different tip clearances. C Kang et al. 9 studied the influence of different stay vane numbers on the velocity distribution, pressure pulsation, and vibration parameters of the axial pump and estimated the preferable number of the vane case.
It is more important to conduct structural vibration analysis because it detects faults early and diagnoses the faults to assure safety and reliability of the pump. In recent years, with the expansion of the axial pump applications, attention has been increasingly paid to studies on mechanical properties of the impeller. W Shi and G Wang 10 used one-way fluid-structure interaction (FSI) to study the equivalent stress and deformation of the impeller. Milind and Mitra 11 developed a combined multibody dynamics (MBD)/finite element (FE) approach to model the dynamics and vibration behavior of an axial piston type hydraulic pump. They found that dynamics of the internal components and pressure fluctuations in the end cover were the primary excitation sources of the vibration generation. Shuo Wang et al. 12 analyzed stress, strain, deformation, and velocity distribution of the blades of a tubular pump based on two-way iterative FSI method. Despite of beneficial enlightenment of previous researches, the attempts on FSI simulation of the pumps were limited to the external characteristics and spatial distribution law with little consideration of the time and frequency analysis of structural vibration.
This research conducted a detailed study on the transient FSI features of a vertical axial pump in a novel perspective. Fluid-solid coupling model of a vertical axial pump was established, including the fluid in whole flow passage, the structure of the impeller, fixed guide vane, and the flow tube. Shear-stress transport (SST) k-v turbulence model and sliding mesh approach were employed to simulate turbulent flow and rotor-stator interaction. Internal flow analysis was conducted including distribution of velocity and streamlines in the whole flow passage. Spatial distribution of structural stress, deformation, and velocity were presented and modal analysis of the rotating blades was performed based on subspace iteration method. Fluid-structure interfaces were paid special attention with several sets of measure points placed on three sets on interface of water and rotating blades and three sets on interface of water and fixed guide vane. Time and frequency investigation into pressure pulsation of measure points in fluid domain was performed and compared with equivalent stress analysis at the same position in solid domain. All the numerical simulations and calculations in this study were performed with the commercial software ADINA.
The novelties of this article are as follows: one typical rotating blade and one stationary blade are selected in the flow passage along flow direction, and a series of measure points is placed in the leading, middle, and trailing edges of these blades from hub to tip. For the sake of analyzing the vibration features of the measure points during blades rotating and water flowing transient process in detail, and revealing the vibration regularity of the rotating blades which are easier to vibrate due to relatively lower rigidity, study on the vibrating equivalent stress, deformation, and velocity of these measure points is conducted in spatial, time, and frequency domain. To analyze hydraulic features and pressure fluctuation, reveal flow field distribution law, and fully understand the fluid-solid coupling effect of the structure and water during transient operating process of the pump, fluid pressure pulsation features of the above measure points are investigated and compared with the derived results in solid domain. Meanwhile, another three sets of measure points are severally placed in fluid domain on the section of the impeller inlet, the section between impeller and the fixed guide vane, and the section of the fixed guide vane outlet for deeper investigation. The research methods and results in this article could provide reference for the design optimization of the pump.
The structure of the article is as follows. First, in ''Numerical simulation'' section, we introduce the basic theory for fluid part, solid part, and two-way iterative FSI method. Then, we describe coupled fluid-solid computational model and simulation method. Next, in ''Transient simulation analysis of fluid and solid results'' section, we discuss transient simulation results in fluid and solid domain. Internal flow results, spatial distribution of equivalent stress, deformation, and velocity in solid domain and modal responses are presented to lay basis for analysis of fluid-solid coupling effect. Detailed time and frequency investigation into pressure pulsation and equivalent stress of measure points are performed and compared. Fluctuation amplitudes of fluid pressure and structural equivalent stress are presented and analyzed. Finally, we give concluding remarks in ''Conclusion'' section.
Numerical simulation

Basic theory
Since the pump in our research is being designed and no measuring data are available, numerical simulation method is mainly adopted to conduct the research. Simultaneous simulation is performed on both fluid and solid parts in solving two-way FSI problem. For fluid part, incompressible fluid is assumed and constant density is employed, as our simulation is conducted in stable condition with steady pressure variation after pump starting process. Transient analysis of the threedimension swirling flow in hydraulic pumps requires turbulence models. Because our study pays more attention to FSI features between the pump components and the surrounding flow rather than accurate prediction of vortex, SST k-v turbulence model is used to close the governing unsteady Reynolds-averaged Navier-stokes (URANS) equations. SST k-v turbulence model renders prominent turbulence levels in the region with large normal strains and could yield more accurate and reliable results for simulating flows with adverse pressure gradient, 13 flows around complex geometry, 14 and transonic flows. 15 Equations of SST k-v turbulence model are expressed below [16] [17] [18] 
where k is turbulent kinetic and v is turbulence dissipation rate, G k is a productive term of the turbulent kinetic, G v is a productive term of the turbulence dissipation rate, G k is the effective diffusion coefficients of k and G v is the effective diffusion coefficients of v, Y k is the dissipation terms of k and Y v is the dissipation terms of v, D v is the cross-diffusion term, and S k and S v are source terms.
The hydraulic structure is assumed to be linear elastic and isotropic abiding by Hooke law. 19 The controlling equation for solid can be written as equation (3) 
where t s , f s , € u, r s , and L T denote the solid stress tensor, the solid body force, the solid particle acceleration vector, the solid density, and the differential operator, respectively. Two-way iterative FSI method is adopted under transient state in ADINA CFD module and dynamicsimplicit algorithm in ADINA structure module. In this solution, the fluid and solid solution variables are fully coupled. The coupling procedure of two-way iterative FSI method can be summarized as follows.
1. We start with the initial solution guess of displacement d 
3. Solve the solid solution vector X k s from the structural equation
4. The fluid nodal displacements d k f are computed with the prescribed boundary conditions
5. Both displacement and stress convergence conditions are checked according to stress and the displacement criteria. If the iteration has not converged yet, the program goes back to step (2) and continues for the next iteration unless a maximum number of FSI iterations have been reached.
On the fluid-solid coupling interface, the traction and displacement should be compatible, 20 which are known as kinematic condition and the dynamic condition (or traction equilibrium). Corresponding equations are expressed as follows
where d f and d s are, respectively, the fluid and solid displacements and t f and t s are the fluid and solid stresses, respectively. The underlining denotes that the values are defined on the fluid-structure interfaces only. For the inconsistent mesh problem between rotating impeller and stationary guide vane in fluid region, sliding mesh boundary condition is adopted to allow meshes in different regions to move relative to each other while the physical variables across the sliding interface remain continuous.
Computational model and simulation method
In this investigation, a coupled fluid-solid model was established to simulate the strong FSI effect. Structure of impeller and fixed guide vanes were simulated using three-dimensional (3D)-solid elements, with shell elements for steel shell tube. Fluid model was simulated using 3D-fluid elements.
In order to determine the appropriate number of mesh grids, mesh sensitivity test was conducted for fluid and solid domain separately. In fluid domain, FSI boundary condition was replaced by no-slip wall boundary to perform computational fluid dynamics (CFD) test. In solid domain, spatial pressure distribution was applied to fluid-solid coupling surfaces to simulate fluid force. Calculation results varied little when current number of grid nodes was increased, which confirmed reasonable mesh used in the simulation. Finer grid size with more grids number was applied to the rotational zone and field near the wall to ensure high-accuracy results. Wall functions were adopted for near-wall treatment in fluid domain. For most of the first cells near the wall of rotor blades, the y+ values were in the variation of 30 to 500 to ensure correct utilization of the model. In this study, the whole computation was comprised of 184,283 grid nodes in total: 99,662 elements in fluid domain and 28,577 elements in solid domain.
FSI boundary condition was applied to all interfaces between fluid and solid, including the interfaces between the entire water flow and the steel shell tube, water and the rotating blades, water and fixed guide vanes, in order to ensure compatible displacements and normal stresses at the fluid-solid interfaces. Sliding mesh boundary condition was employed to satisfy the compatibility, continuity, and completeness conditions along the non-conforming interfaces. Figure 1 Table 1 . The description of geometric parameters is as follows: impeller diameter D 2 = 1.95 m, the number of impeller blades is 5, and the number of guide vanes is 7.
The FSI simulation was carried out in design operation when the hydraulic turbine operated at rated head with rated output. As for the inlet boundary condition in fluid domain, a uniform velocity of 0.865 m/s was set in terms of the flow rate, normal to the inlet. Turbulence intensity of 6.87% and a turbulence length scale of 0.07 m were assumed according to equations (9) and (10) .
It was supposed that the exit flow was fully developed, and the outlet assumed a zero streamwise gradient for all flow variables except pressure. Reference static pressure was set at the outlet to foster convergence at initial time steps. The rotational speed of 214.3 rpm was assigned to the impeller. Linear displacement constraint was applied to the line in the center of the rotating shaft. Fixed constraint was applied to the bottom surfaces of the cushion underneath the tube, while the radial constraint was applied to the surfaces at the outlet of the steel shell tube.
For fluid domain, the control equations in space were discretized using the finite volume method. FCBI-C element and the second-order upwind scheme were used for the turbulent simulation. The SIMPLE algorithm was adopted to solve the pressure and velocity coupling. In equation residual, mass convergence criteria were adopted with a tolerance of 0.0001, while in variable residual, both velocity and pressure convergence criteria were adopted and the tolerance is 0.001. The equations were required to be converged at every time step after iteration. For the solid domain, the Newmark method was employed to solve the oscillation equations. Large displacement was assumed to simulate the rotating blades, which allowed large rigid translation and rotation with only small strain.
Analysis of turbulent flow features was performed in ADINA CFD module and structural dynamic-implicit analysis was conducted in ADINA Structure module. Partitioned solution algorithm was employed to tackle the problem of two-way FSI calculation. The entire fluid domain of the pump was formed by combining the components with an interface between rotating impeller and fixed guide vanes. Total calculation time was set to be 10 s to obtain reliable simulation results. There were 2000 steps calculated with the time step of 0.005 s.
Transient simulation analysis of fluid and solid results
Internal flow analysis of fluid results
Investigation into internal flow condition lays fundamental basis for analysis of fluid-solid coupling effect. Distribution of velocity and streamlines is displayed in Figure 3 . Calculation results indicated that the velocity varied uniformly with zero entry swirl in the inflow passage during pump operation in design condition. The flow began to be affected by the impeller when it entered the elbow of the inflow passage, where the velocity started to increase. The velocity values were obviously larger in the impeller chamber due to rapidly rotating blades. With the rectification function of the fixed guide vane, the flow direction changed gradually from rotational to axial. Although most circulation generated by the work of impeller were rectified and recovered by the fixed guide vane, there was still certain velocity circulation in outflow passage. The streamlines diffused and mainly deflected in the lower position of the flow tube. In total, the flow condition was reasonable in design condition.
Transient and modal analysis of structural results
Spatial distribution of structural results. Analysis of structural results in spatial domain could characterize distribution features and diagnose faults early. It is an important mission to investigate structural responses to the flow-induced excitation. Figure 4 shows the equivalent stress distribution of the rotating blades in both pressure and suction side. The equivalent stress distribution basically declined from the joint of the blade root to the trailing edge and the tip, where the stress was much lower. The maximum equivalent stress appeared at the blade root near the leading edge due to huge flow impact. Equivalent stress distribution of the fixed guide vanes is presented in Figure 5 . Equivalent stress concentration was formed at corner points of the vane because the tip and hub were severally restrained to steel shell tube and the axis. In the middle of the vane, the stress level was much lower. Since the position was close to the elbow type of the outflow passage, each vane of the stator presented different distribution features.
Deformation distribution of the rotating blades is shown in Figure 6 . The deformation magnitude augmented with the increase of the radius in both pressure and suction side. Because of larger centrifugal force and thinner thickness of the tip, larger deformation appeared at the blade tip. Calculation results indicated the obtained deformation values were small, so accuracy requirements could also be satisfied in current research if we adopt one-way FSI method. Figure 7 shows vibration velocity distribution of the rotating blades. Note the vibration velocity is the velocity difference between the velocity of the deformed blades caused by the total forces during FSI calculation and the velocity being only result of rotation of rigid body. We can see that vibration velocity increased gradually with the increase of radius. The maximum velocity appeared at the blade tip with the magnitude of about 0.18 m/s, which was reasonable and coincident with the deformation results of the rotating blades.
Modal analysis of the rotating blades. If the disturbance frequency is close to natural frequency, the impeller will resonate and be destroyed easily, which poses a threat to the safety and stability operation of the unit. Therefore, it is necessary to conduct modal analysis of the rotating blades to characterize the vibration features. Modal analysis of rotating blades submerged in water was conducted using subspace iteration method. Displacement constraints were applied to the end surfaces in axial direction of the impeller in solid domain. FSI interfaces between water and blades were defined as fluid-structure potential interface boundary. The calculation model is shown in Figure 8 . Figure 9 displays the first six-order natural frequency and vibration modes of the rotating blades. It is easily detected that the model manifested vibration merely on rotating blades rather than the hub. The first five modes presented similar frequency values with five blades bending and twisting along axial direction. Existence of similar frequencies was mainly due to periodical symmetry of impeller's structure and grid. The fundamental frequency was 128.8 Hz, a little higher than 36f n (128.52 Hz, f n equals blade rotational frequency 3.57 Hz). The frequency of mode 6 was 219.8 Hz with the blades stretching along flow direction.
Time and frequency analysis of fluid and solid results
In order to describe the pressure fluctuation and stress variation in different positions of fluid and solid parts from impeller inlet to rotating blades, stationary blades, and guide vane outlet, nine different sections were intercepted along flow direction and a series of measuring points along the hub to tip was arranged at each section to reveal the fluid-solid coupling effect of water and hydraulic structure. Figure 10 (a) and (b) denote the position of measure points in fluid and solid domains, respectively. Three sets of measure points were placed merely in fluid domain to present the fluid pressure pulsation: P in 1;P in 4 were at the impeller inlet, P bet 1;P bet 4 were between the rotating impeller and fixed guide vane, and P out 1;P out 4 were at the fixed guide vane outlet. Three sets of measure points were placed on the interface of water and rotating blades both in fluid and solid domains. Measure points P f 11;P f 14 were located in the leading edge of the rotating blade in fluid domain, with points P s 11;P s 14 at the same location in solid domain. Measure points P f 21;P f 24 were placed in the middle edge of the rotating blade in fluid domain and P s 21;P s 24 were at the same place in solid domain. Measure points P f 31;P f 34 were placed in the trailing edge of the rotating blade with P s 31;P s 34 at corresponding location in solid domain. Three sets of measure points were placed on the interface of water and fixed guide vane both in fluid and solid domain. In the leading edge of the fixed guide vane were placed P f 41;P f 44 in fluid domain and P s 41;P s 44 in solid domain. There were measure points P f 51;P f 54 in the middle edge of the fixed guide vane in fluid domain, and points P s 51;P s 54 were at the same place in solid domain. P f 61;P f 64 were located in the trailing edge of the fixed guide vane in fluid domain with measure points P s 61;P s 64 at the same place in solid domain. Distribution of the measure points with 1 to 4 was along the radius direction from blade hub to tip.
Pressure pulsation analysis of the impeller inlet. Figure 11 presents pressure pulsation of measure points P in 1;P in 4 at the impeller inlet. Five wave peaks and wave troughs occurred during one blade rotational period of 0.28 s, as shown in Figure 11 (a), which was consistent with five blades variation rule of the pump. Both the average values and pulsation amplitudes of the pressure first increased and then decreased with the increase of the radius. The irregular distribution of pressure and variation was mainly caused by the asymmetric inlet, and the results depended on the position of the measure points. Frequency analysis of the pressure pulsation in Figure  11 (b) shows that the first main frequency of P in 1;P in 4 was 5f n , which was the blades number five times rotational frequency f n , with the maximum amplitude of 7.05 kPa. The excitation frequency 5f n (17.85 Hz) was much lower than fundamental frequency 128.8 Hz in design condition, which revealed little likelihood of resonance. The pressure pulsation was obvious at the impeller inlet, which was mainly affected by blade passing frequency.
Pressure pulsation and equivalent stress analysis of rotating blades. Pressure pulsation and equivalent stress were recorded on a single rotating blade.
Figures 12 and 13 demonstrate fluid and solid results in the leading edge of the rotating blade. Figure  12 (a) shows time history of pressure pulsation of measure points P f 11;P f 14 in fluid zone. The average fluid pressure values decreased from the hub to tip before increased near the tip, while the pulsation amplitudes increased gradually with the increase of the radius. Variation of the average fluid pressure could be ascribed to non-uniform distribution of the flow variable values close to the impeller inlet plane. Local blade velocity increasing with radius accounted for the increase of pulsation amplitudes. Figure 12 (b) shows time history of equivalent stress of measure points P s 11;P s 14 in solid region. It is clear that both the average values and fluctuation amplitudes of equivalent stress decreased along the radius from blade hub to tip. Rotor blade could be simplified as a beam bended by the varied surface pressure. It is natural that stresses are low at the beam tip and high near the beam support. That also accounts for the highest stress at the hub in spite of lowest pulsation amplitude.
The first main frequency of both pressure and equivalent stress in the leading edge of the rotating blade was 1f n , as shown in Figure 13 . Since each impeller blade was passing the impeller inlet plane individually, the variation data of different points at blade leading edge were recorded during rotary of a single blade in rotary reference frame. Low frequency component 1f n was the result of blade interaction with variable flow condition existing during single rotation. It means that it rather records the flow field variation in absolute reference frame at channel cross-section corresponding to position of the blade leading edge. Low frequency 1f n (3.57 Hz) indicated little possibility of resonance compared with high fundamental frequency of 128.8 Hz.
The maximum fluid pressure pulsation amplitude of the first main frequency was 1.57 kPa, while the maximum amplitude of equivalent stress in solid zone was 0.54 MPa.
Overall, the pulsation in the leading edge of the rotating blade was mainly determined by blade rotational frequency. Circumfluence occurred due to the tiny clearance between the tip and the pump casing, which contributed to prominent fluid pressure pulsation at the tip. The equivalent stress of blades vibration demonstrated the opposite feature with the maximum vibration amplitude in the hub. Figure 14 shows the deformation analysis of the leading edge of blade in time and frequency domain. The deformation varied regularly with higher vibration value near the tip, which corroborates the variation of pressure pulsation in Figure 13(a) . Frequency components were sparse with the first main frequency of 1f n , which is consistent with the conclusion in rotary coordinate. Figure 15 demonstrates time and frequency analysis of velocity in the leading edge of blade. The proportion of vibating velocity in rotating velocity was so low that no obvious fluctuation was dected in Figure 15(a) . Both velocity and vibration values increased from the hub to tip. The increasing vibration regularity was consistent with that of the pressure pulsation. Figure 15(b) shows more kinds of frequency components in the leading edge and 1f n was the first main frequency. Other frequencies were largely time rotational frequency, indicating the pulsation induced by blades rotating was the main vibration source.
Time history of pressure pulsation and equivalent stress of measure points in the middle edge of rotating blade is displayed in Figure 16 , and corresponding frequency analysis is shown in Figure 17 . The average pressure increased from hub to tip before decreasing, with the pulsation decreasing gradually along the radius, as illustrated in Figure 16 (a). Figure 16(b) shows the average equivalent stress decreased from hub to tip, and vibration amplitude first decreased before increasing with larger radius. The regularity of average value and vibration of equivalent stress was similar to that in the leading edge of blade. The first main frequency in both fluid and solid domain was 1f n due to data recording in rotary reference frame. Figure 18 shows time history of pressure pulsation and equivalent stress in the trailing edge of the rotating blade, and Figure 19 shows corresponding frequency analysis result. Largely different wave form and more second harmonics mean more complicated flow condition. Both the average fluid pressure and pulsation magnitude decreased along the radius from hub to tip of the blade, as illustrated in Figure 18 (a). Figure 18 (b) reveals that the average equivalent stress in solid domain dwindled from hub to tip, with pulsation magnitudes first increased then decreased. The first main frequencies shown in Figure 19 are 1f n and 7f n , which is the product of the guide vane number 7 and rotational frequency f n . Since the trailing edges of the rotating blades were under dual effects of the fixed guide vane and rotational blades, larger fluid pressure pulsation emerged and frequency components were abundant, including mostly rotational frequency doubling 2f n , 3f n , 4f n , 5f n , 6f n , and 8f n .
Pressure pulsation analysis between impeller and fixed guide vane. The matching and installation distance of impeller and fixed guide vane intensifies the complex flow condition between the rotating blades and stationary guide vanes. Figure 20 shows the pressure pulsation analysis of measure points P bet 1;P bet 4 between rotating blades and fixed guide vane. As displayed in Figure  20 (a), the average pressure values decreased from hub to tip, and the distribution of pulsation appeared larger at both ends and became smaller in the middle, with P bet 4 at blade tip presenting minimum average pressure and maximum pressure pulsation of 1.68 kPa, which was consistent with results in Zhang et al. 21 Figure  20 (b) illustrates that the first main frequency was blade passing frequency 5f n , and other main frequency included 10f n and 5f n . Pressure fluctuation at the impeller outlet was lower than that at the impeller inlet, which was caused by non-uniform velocity distribution in the cross-section induced by the channel bent in front of the rotor. The pressure peak amplitude could be reduced by adjusting the inclination angle of the leading edge of the fixed guide vane to increase blades passing and interacting time in design condition. Pressure pulsation and equivalent stress analysis of fixed guide vane. Figures 21 and 22 indicate the pressure and equivalent stress of measure points in the leading edge of fixed guide vane in time and frequency domain. The average pressure first became larger from hub to tip along the radius, then became smaller at P f 43 and P f 44, while the pressure pulsation amplitude first decreased before increasing from hub to tip. Since both the tip and hub of the guide vanes were, respectively, fixed on steel shell tube and principle axis, the equivalent stress concentration formed at both sides and average and vibration values were smaller in the middle, as shown in Figure 21 (b). When water flowed around the leading edge of the guide vane, the vibration source was clear and the main frequency component was simple. The first main frequency was blade passing frequency 5f n , as shown in Figure 22 , which was largely different from fundamental frequency.
Time history and frequency analysis of pressure and equivalent stress of measure points in the middle edge of fixed guide vane are shown in Figures 23 and 24 . The average pressure augmented gradually and pulsation increased slowly from blade hub to tip. The average value and fluctuation amplitude of equivalent stress appeared to be bigger at both ends and smaller in the middle due to arrangement and constrains of the fixed guide vane. From the frequency analysis in Figure 24 , we could see that the first main frequency was 5f n . Because the position was close to the outflow passage, some low frequency components occurred in the middle edge of guide vane. Relatively weaker pressure pulsation was detected in the middle edge of fixed guide vane, confirming improved flow condition in fixed guide vane. Figure 25 shows time history of the fluid pressure and equivalent stress in the trailing edge of fixed guide vane. The wave forms of measure points P f 61 ; P f 64 were similar in Figure 25 (a), with average pressure values increasing from hub to tip. The pressure pulsation varied little along the radius, and the amplitudes were reduced to half of that in the middle of fixed guide vane. For the equivalent stress in corresponding solid domain, the average value decreased before increasing from hub to tip with little variation of fluctuation amplitudes, as shown in Figure 25(b) . Figure 26 demonstrates the first main frequency in fluid and solid zone was blade passing frequency 5f n . As water flowed into the trailing edge of the guide vane, the low frequency was more prominent such as 1f n . About 0. Pressure pulsation analysis of the fixed guide vane outlet. Pressure pulsation analysis of measure points at the outlet of fixed guide vane is illustrated in Figure 27 . As the radius became larger, the average pressure of measure points at the outlet of the fixed guide vane first increased and then decreased, with the vibration amplitude slowly increasing. The first main frequency of the pressure pulsation was 5f n . Although the water flowed out of the fixed guide vane, the main frequency of the pressure pulsation was still controlled by blades rotation. The amplitude at the tip was 1.29 times that at the hub, which was close to the result in Zhang et al. 21 The amplitude of low frequency 1f n was about 30% of that of the first main frequency 5f n . The overall amplitudes were lower at the outlet of fixed guide vanes, indicating prominent rectification role of the fixed guide vane. Fluctuation feature analysis of all measure points Figure 28 shows the amplitudes of pressure pulsation of all measure points in fluid domain. It is obvious that the inlet of impeller presented prominent pressure pulsation, reaching about 7 kPa. The pulsation amplitudes were significantly reduced along the flow direction. In the impeller chamber, the amplitudes reduced to a lower level less than 2 kPa, and then slowly increased until the trailing edge of the rotating blades. As water flowed out of the impeller, the amplitude began to decline again due to the rectification of the fixed guide vane. The value was less than 0.1 KPa at the outlet of fixed guide vane. The variation law was consistent with that in Zhu et al. 22 Fluctuation characteristics of the measure points on the interfaces of the water and structure were investigated and amplitudes of pressure in fluid domain and equivalent stress in solid domain are displayed in Figure 29 . Pressure pulsation, as a whole, first increased along flow direction with the extreme pulsation amplitude appearing at the hub of the trailing edge of rotating blades. Then pulsation amplitudes sharply decreased until the fixed guide vane outlet. As shown in Figure 29(b) , the vibration level of equivalent stress in impeller chamber were stronger than that in fixed guide vane due to higher pressure pulsation induced by rapidly rotating blades, which was consistent with the pulsation result in Figure 29(a) . The maximum amplitude of equivalent stress occurred at blade hub in the middle edge of the rotating blade. Since variation of the fluid pressure took Pa as a unit and equivalent stress varied in MPa, amplitude of the stress was much greater than that of the fluid pressure.
The research above shows that the equivalent stress and amplitude of the structure were much larger than fluid pressure and amplitude of the same position.
Conclusion
In this study, a detailed investigation was conducted into FSI characteristics of a vertical axial pump under a transient state in design condition. Time and frequency analysis of fluid pressure pulsation was performed with the rotation of the blades. Based on the two-way iterative FSI approach, vibration features of equivalent stress in corresponding structural positions were analyzed and compared. The following conclusions could be drawn from the analysis of the results:
1. An investigation into the interface of water and the rotating blade was conducted. In addition, radial fluctuation features including pressure pulsation in fluid domain and equivalent stress of the same position in solid domain were presented.
In the leading edge of the rotating blade, the average fluid pressure decreased from hub to tip before increased near the tip, while the pulsation amplitude increased gradually with the increase of the radius. In the middle edge of the rotating blade, the average fluid pressure increased from hub to tip before decreased, with the pulsation decreasing gradually along the radius. Both the average fluid pressure and pulsation magnitude decreased along the radius from blade hub to tip in the trailing edge. In foregoing analyzed edges of the rotating blades, the average equivalent stress decreased along the radius from blade hub to tip. Vibration features of equivalent stress presented diverse regularities: fluctuation amplitude of equivalent stress decreased from blade hub to tip in the leading edge, and vibration amplitude first decreased before increasing from hub to tip in the middle edge of the rotating blade. In the trailing edge, fluctuation magnitude first increased and then decreased from blade hub to tip.
Similar frequency characteristics were detected in the rotating blade both in fluid and solid domain: the first main frequency in the leading and middle edge was rotational frequency, which revealed the main vibration source was blade rotation. Flow condition in the trailing edge was complex with existence of more frequency components.
2. A detailed study on the interface of water and fixed guide vane was performed, including fluctuation features analysis of fluid pressure pulsation and structural equivalent stress along radial direction.
In the leading edge, the average pressure first increased from hub to tip and then became smaller, while the pressure pulsation amplitude first decreased and then increased from hub to tip. In the middle edge, the average pressure augmented gradually and pulsation increased slowly from blade hub to tip. Average pressure increased from hub to tip with little variation of pressure pulsation in the trailing edge. Improved flow condition in fixed guide vane contributed to relatively weaker pressure pulsation. Since the fixed guide vanes are constricted to axis and steel casing, the distribution of both average value and vibration amplitude of equivalent stress in the leading and middle edge presented saddle shape, larger at both ends and smaller in the middle. In the trailing edge, the average equivalent stress remained saddle shape distribution with little variation of fluctuation amplitudes. The extreme average equivalent stress occurred at the hub and tip of leading edge of guide vane due to stress concentration, which also presented the extreme vibration.
In absolute reference frame of the fixed guide vane existed components corresponding to frequencies equal rotation times blades number, in contrary to rotary reference frame showing only frequency corresponding to rotation frequency.
3. Radial features of pressure pulsation were analyzed in domains before impeller, between impeller and guide vane, after guide vane. At the impeller inlet, both the average value and pulsation amplitude of the pressure first increased before decreasing with larger radius. The average pressure value decreased from hub to tip between impeller and fixed guide vane, and the distribution of pulsation appeared larger at both ends and became smaller in the middle. At the fixed guide vane outlet, as the radius become larger, the average pressure first increased and then decreased with the vibration amplitude slowly increasing. The main pressure pulsation source was blades rotation, as the first main frequency of all these measure points was blade passing frequency. 4. Holistic analysis of the fluid pressure pulsation and structural equivalent stress was studied based on fluctuation amplitudes from Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) and fluctuation characteristics along flow direction were demonstrated. Analysis of the pressure pulsation prompted the perception of remarkable pulsation at impeller inlet. Pressure pulsation was significantly reduced along flow direction, with smaller pulsation amplitudes in fixed guide vane resulted from its prominent function of restricting pressure pulsation. When analyzing the equivalent stress in total, we could find that equivalent stress vibration values of rotating blades were obviously higher than that of fixed guide vane. The maximum vibration amplitude of equivalent stress appeared at blade hub in the middle edge of rotating blade, which could be ascribed to the cantilever shape of the rotating blade. 5. Modal analysis of the rotating blades showed the fundamental frequency was much higher than the excitation frequency in design condition, which confirmed little likelihood of resonance.
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